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Happy Holidays!
From our President & CEO Mark R. O'Connell

One of the great things about this time of the year is the opportunity it gives us at Avidia Bank to
connect with you, our customers and supporters.  We can look back at a successful year and look
forward to helping you take advantage of the opportunities you see.  Without your confidence and trust
in us, we could not be the community bank you want us to be.
 

If you’re like me then you believe in the special relationship a community bank has with its customers. 
All of us at Avidia work hard every day to make sure banking is convenient and affordable for every
customer.  Your business is appreciated and valuable.
 

On behalf of every employee at Avidia Bank, I wish you and your family a happy, healthy and safe
holiday season.  We are looking forward to helping you make 2014 a very successful year.

Best regards,

Mark R. O’Connell
President & CEO
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Watch out for Popular Holiday Scams

December is a time to celebrate the Holidays with family & friends. There’s a genuine good feeling in
the air and everyone is in the Holiday spirit. Unfortunately, there are those who like to take advantage
of this time of year for bad intentions.

AARP has set out to make people aware of these scams before they happen to you. 

Two notable scams are:

Purchase your gift cards wisely: Thieves will use a portable scanner to scan the numbers off of the
back of gift cards that are left out in the open. This includes the important scratch-off PIN number
needed for online purchases. The cards are put back on the rack for people to buy and become
activated. Thieves call and verify if the cards are activated. Once a card is activated, they are able to
get the amount of the card and make online purchases with the card you bought! Make sure to always
purchase gift cards that are located behind the counter or off of a website. Always retain the receipt for
gift cards.

Give the gift of charity to reputable organizations: Many people also choose this time of year to
donate to the less fortunate. When doing so, do not donate to just any organization without first
researching it. Be wary of donating over the phone. Always make sure they are using the appropriate
organization name and not a similar sounding name. Popular solicitations that can be used for
scamming people with good hearts are knock-off organizations that benefit disabled veterans, police
and firefighters. Always check a charity’s legitimacy.

To read the entire list of Holiday scams, visit the AARP’s website here.
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Five Ways to Help Younger Folks Retire on Time (Or
Even Early!)
Take these simple steps with the youths in your life to get them on
the road to retirement relaxation

Dire predictions about the job market and Social Security have many analysts insisting that a
postponed retirement will be the norm in the coming decades. Here are five ways you can help keep
younger folk on track to retire while they can enjoy their golden years.
 
1. Get them to start saving now
 
There’s no time like the present when it comes to saving. Teach the young people in your life to
budget a certain amount of every paycheck to go toward savings, and teach them to think of that
money as already spent — gone and untouchable.
 
It isn’t just the magic of compound interest that makes early savings such a necessity. It’s also the
magic of human psychology.
 
“Those who start early just don’t end up missing it as much,” says Catherine Collinson, president of
Transamerica’s Center for Retirement Studies.
 
2. Make sure they understand
compensation packages
 
You know salary is only half the
equation when it comes to
compensation. If you know
someone entering their first job in
the corporate world, make sure
they know how a 401(k) works. If
they aren’t maxing out on employer
contributions, they are missing out
on free money.
 
Pensions, stock options and other
non-salaried components of
compensation can also have a big
impact on retirement potential.
Offer to help go over choices or
explain the way compensation is
structured.
 
3. Explain different retirement savings accounts/investment vehicles
 
IRAs and Roth IRAs are the most well known, and one or the other is all but a requirement for an
effective retirement savings plan. In addition to a company-sponsored 401(k), this should form the
center jewel of anyone’s retirement savings, young or old.
 
“Setting up automatic contributions to either one of these retirement vehicles at a young age will help
you build wealth painlessly,” says wealth and financial expert Barbara Whelehan. “Believe it or not, if







you build wealth painlessly,” says wealth and financial expert Barbara Whelehan. “Believe it or not, if
you're lucky, one day you'll find you are older, so it's best to be prepared.”
 
4. Teach kids to be careful with credit
 
The savings side of retirement planning gets a lot of attention, but there’s a spending side, too.
Teaching young people to be careful with credit — most importantly, to use credit cards sparingly and
ideally to pay them off each and every month — can have a huge impact on their ability to retire
comfortably and on schedule.
 
Just as compound interest works for the young when they start saving early, it will work against them
if they pile up debt early on. Every penny paid in interest is a penny that could have been earning
interest in a retirement account instead. Convincing kids to curtail the credit card usage is a big step
toward on-time retirement.
 
5. Let them tolerate a bit more risk
 
“The reason that younger individuals can afford to take risks is because they have a long time ahead
of them in which they can continue working and saving,” says Dallas Salisbury, president and CEO of
the Employee Benefit Research Institute.
 
This doesn’t mean young people should feel free to throw their money at anything that sounds too
good to be true, but a 20-something’s portfolio can be more aggressive — and more risky — than
someone hoping to retire in the next decade. Though individual risk tolerance should still be a guiding
force, young people should remember that they have ample time to recover from market shocks, and
now could be a great time to get into the stock market.
________________________________________________________
NOT A DEPOSIT
NOT FDIC-INSURED 
NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY 
NOT GUARANTEED BY THE BANK 
MAY GO DOWN IN VALUE 
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Tips on How to Avoid Overspending
Cut down on your expenses without cutting out the things you love

Creating a budget for yourself and your family is an important step toward being financially stable.
One factor that can significantly impede your efforts toward financial stability can be the bad habit
overspending. It can be difficult to set boundaries for your spending, but identifying the areas where
you overspend and reigning in this habit will have a positive impact on your financial status. Here are
some tips to help you get started.
 
Financial advisors often find that one of the most difficult types of clients are those that can’t see their
own financial faults such as overspending.
 
“There are probably as many reasons why we overspend as there are reasons why we shouldn’t,”
notes financial advisor Jocelyn Black Hodes of DailyWorth. “The first step in changing our behavior is
to recognize the triggers and to consciously confront them when we’re tempted to give in.”
 
More importantly, however, is
identifying the underlying reasons
of why people are so tempted to
overspend. Hodes offers some of
the most common reasons for
overspending and how to address
them.
 
Spending what you don’t see.
Using debit or credit cards instead
of cash makes it easy to
overspend. When you don’t
physically see the money leaving
your wallet, your money has a
tendency to disappear much faster.
Try taking out enough money at the
beginning of the week to last you
through your weeks’ expenses. If
you happen to overspend one day,
you’ll wind up having to make up
for it the next; you’ll also develop a stronger sense of what is worth spending money on.
 
Living beyond your lifestyle. Earnings have a habit of increasing and decreasing as life goes on; if
your salary has taken a hit or if your family has made a change that requires more frugality, it may be
difficult to change your living habits with your finances. Set a goal for yourself now to live below your
means and have adequate savings set aside (approximately six months worth) so you have a
comfortable cushion should something unexpected occur.
 
Compensating for a poor childhood. Individuals who may have grown up feeling deprived can
sometimes compensate by overspending as they become adults and are responsible for their own
income. Seek out positive financial advice from trustworthy sources so that you can be a good role
model for others. You can still enjoy the finer things in life, but enjoy them in moderation and within
your budget.
 
Indulging in emotional spending. When people are unhappy, they tend to go on a shopping binge







to make themselves feel better. While shopping and buying fun things can be an effective distraction,
it will not solve the underlying problems that are causing you to be unhappy. Identify the reason for
your emotions and deal with them directly so that your wallet doesn’t suffer as well.
 
Numerous websites and financial blogs offer advice on how to cut back on expenses.
 
“The problem with most of this content,” says Harriette Halepis of www.mint.com, “is that the one
simple truth to overspending is never addressed… To stop overspending, you have to realize that you
are overspending to begin with.”
 
Taking a close look at your expenses to identify where you are overspending is crucial to making a
change in the right direction. So-called necessities may not be so necessary or there may be ways to
still get the things you want without spending as much on them. Here are some of Halepis’ tips:
 
Cut the coffee. Instead of stopping for a coffee every morning on the way to work, try making your
own before you leave the house. The average coffee costs between $2 and $5. If you stop for a cup
every day of the business week, you’re averaging upward of $1,300 a year just on coffee.
 
Don’t waste electricity. If you run your air conditioner or your heat when you’re not at home, that is
valuable electricity that is literally going out the window. Invest in a thermostat that has a timer so your
heat will automatically go down on the days when you’re away for most of the day. This will reveal
savings to both your electric bill and your oil or natural gas bill.
 
Limit the lavish living. You don’t have to completely cut out all the fun things in life like dining out or
splurging on a new device. However, it is important to not go beyond the budget that you set for
yourself. Dine out, but less frequently. Save up for something special that you’ve really been wanting
instead of just buying the newest thing on the market.
 
Identifying the areas in your life where you habitually overspend and finding ways to reduce your
spending will help you better maintain your financial stability. It’s important to remember that you don’t
have to cut out the things you enjoy entirely; modifying those things to fit your budget means you can
still enjoy them without putting a dent in your wallet.
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Buying a Used Car from a Private Seller
Tips to keep in mind as you search for your new pre-owned vehicle

If you’ve decided that it’s time to buy a new car – whether you have a new driver in the family or
you’re just ready for a change and perhaps an upgrade – but you don’t want to deal with buying from a
dealership, there are plenty of private sellers that have used vehicles for sale. However, knowing what
to look for as you shop and knowing the signs of a less than trustworthy seller could make the
difference between enjoying a new used car or getting stuck with a money pit. Here are some tips to
help.
 
“Buying a used car from a private party can score you a deal - often discounts of 15-20 percent when
buying from a private seller over a dealership,” states Angie Fisher of AutoWeek.com. To avoid
signing on a deal that could turn out to be too good to be true, Fisher goes on to offer some things to
consider as you search.
 
Ask the right questions.
Regardless of the car’s mileage –
low or high – it’s important to ask if
it has been in any accidents and
how severe. Ask for maintenance
receipts to show if the car has
been well cared for. Ask if the
seller is the original owner and if
not, how much they know about
who they purchased the vehicle
from. Finally, always ask why they
are selling; if they can’t seem to
give you a straight answer, be
careful about moving forward.
 
Know what to look for when
inspecting the car. As you look
over the prospective vehicle, keep
an eye out for evidence of repairs,
maintenance or required repairs.
Some things to look for include worn tires, bent wheels, oil leaks, missing body fascia, dull paint, etc.
All of these could be signs for maintenance. If you spot any of these, ask the seller about the history
and gauge their reaction.
 
Request specific documentation. Ask for a bill of sale that includes the vehicle identification number
(VIN number), make, model, selling price, mileage and any agreements that you and the seller have
discussed.
 
Research the vehicle’s value. While Kelley Blue Book can be a helpful tool, there are other ways to
determine a fair buying price for the vehicle. Look on local websites and in the local paper and see
what vehicles of the make and model are selling for. You can also try calling a local auto dealer and
give them your prospective vehicle’s description; ask them what the trade-in value would be. Use this
information to calculate where you think your first bid should be.
 
When it comes to purchasing a new used vehicle, there are pros and cons to buying from either a
dealership or a private seller. Whereas a dealership will have their own policies and hoops to jump







through, “a private party seller is an individual just like you,” states an article from JDPower.com.
“…someone who owns a vehicle that they need to sell, and who is likely selling the vehicle themselves
in order to extract maximum value for it.” Some of the benefits of buying from a private seller include: 

Lower costs. There are four values for a used vehicle: retail, private party, trade-in and
certified pre-owned. The private party value typically tends to remain on the lower end of the
scale when it comes to vehicle costs since the seller isn’t concerned about overhead; they are
also typically more flexible on the price as they’re eager to sell their vehicle.
No games. Private party sellers are generally in more of a rush to sell their old vehicles. If they
see that you’re a serious buyer, they may be more likely to want to complete the transaction
with you as quickly as possible. 

If you have questions about purchasing a pre-owned vehicle, or other financial questions, stop by your
local branch where a financial professional is ready to help.
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Three Awesome Small Cars
The Nissan Versa Note, Honda Fit and Mitsubishi Mirage are small
car leaders

In the subcompact car segment, the consumer faces almost an embarrassment of riches, but three
vehicles have risen above the competition. Meet the Nissan Versa, the Honda Fit and the Mitsubishi
Mirage: three awesome small cars built for fun, fuel economy and affordability.
 
Nissan Versa Note
 
Called the “Big Little Car” by its maker, the 2014 Versa Note delivers an array of unexpected benefits.
For starters, the Note has room for five, a surprising amount of headroom and legroom, including
best-in-class rear legroom, and gets a jaw dropping 40 highway mpg and 35 combined MPG.
 
In addition, the Note delivers best-in-class total cargo volume, made even better because of its
versatility. With the Note’s Divide-N-Hide® Adjustable Floor, users can create a convenient loading
platform or drop the back seats for even more space. Best-in-class is great, but the 2014 Note also
provides a first-in-class Around View ® Monitor. With Around View, four cameras provide a virtual
360-degree image of the Note and displays it on the touch-screen monitor. Drivers can see exactly
how much room they have behind, in front and even between the car and the curb.
 
 
Honda Fit
 
Named one of the Kelley Blue Book’s 10 Coolest New Cars under $18,000, the 2013 Fit offers
time-tested Honda reliability in a fun, versatile and functional package. In fact, functionality is part of
what makes the Fit a leader in the subcompact segment.
 
“Thanks to clever packaging, the Fit offers a perfectly flat load floor when the rear seats are folded
down,” says Edmunds.com. “The resulting 57 cubic feet of cargo space is more than that contained
within some compact crossovers. And the backseat tricks don't end there. Its seat bottom flips up,
leaving a flat, unencumbered space perfect for transporting a large dog or perhaps a flat-screen TV.
Should you need it for actually carrying people, the Fit provides one of the most spacious,
passenger-friendly cabins in the class.”
 
Of course, the Fit is also fuel efficient and fun to drive.
 
“This is also an enjoyable little car to drive harking back to Honda's early days, when tiny, nimble
hatchbacks were its calling card,” explains Edmunds. “This ability to be both fun and frugal is
something everyone should be able to support.”
 
Mitsubishi Mirage
 
While the Note and the Fit impress
buyers and critics with their
combinations of fuel economy and
fun, Mitsubishi has gone in a
different direction with the 2014
Mirage.
 







“The Mitsubishi Mirage is an oddity
in the automotive world – a vehicle
with no upward aspirations. It's a
small four-door,
five-passenger hatchback that,
aside from its vivid selection of
exterior colors, isn't particularly
interesting to look at or drive,” says
KBB.com.
 
What the Mirage loses in looks and
driving dynamics, it makes up for in
affordability.
 
“You'll like the Mitsubishi Mirage if you only care about saving money,” declares KBB.com. “The
Mirage is cheap to buy, cheap to drive and features a confidence-boosting 10-year/100,000-mile
powertrain warranty. As a bonus, the little hatchback actually drives better than its asking price might
suggest.”
 
Stop by today and let us help you with any of your financing needs.
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Improving Blood Circulation
How to get your blood pumping if you have poor circulation

Poor circulation is a problem that affects many Americans. The technical term for this condition is
peripheral vascular disease (PVD), which is essentially an umbrella term for restricted blood flow in
areas of your body outside the heart or brain. Causes of this condition vary. 

This condition may also be called Peripheral Arterial Disease, or PAD. The terms PVD and PAD are
often used interchangeably.

Types of PVD

Some cases of PVD are
functional, meaning that the
blood vessel itself isn’t actually
damaged, but something is
affecting blood flow. You can
get this type of PVD from things
like being outside in the cold,
operating vibrating machinery or
even emotional stress. A
condition called Raynaud’s
Disease, which affects
circulation, could also cause
functional PVD.

However, PVD is more
commonly caused by diseases
that narrow the blood vessels,
making it difficult for blood to
travel through. Most commonly,
it's caused by atherosclerosis, a
condition where fatty deposits build up on the walls of the arteries.

People with certain risk factors are more likely to develop blood circulation problems, including those
who: 

Are over age 50
Have diabetes 
Are male 
Have a family history of high cholesterol or blood lipids or heart disease 
Have coronary artery disease, impaired glucose tolerance dyslipidemia or hypertension
Are obese or very sedentary 
Smoke 

Symptoms of PVD

Many people who have PVD or PAD don’t feel sick or have any symptoms. The most common
indicator that something is wrong, however, is leg pain that crops up when the person is moving, but
stops when they rest. 

Other symptoms may include, but are not limited to the following: skin changes, hard-to-detect pulses







in the leg or foot, gangrene, loss of hair on the legs, impotence, slowed healing, pain, numbness or
heaviness in the legs or feet, paleness when the legs are raised, reduced mobility or discoloration on
extremities. 

The good news is that there are ways to boost your circulation. They include the following.

Improve your lifestyle. Choose a healthy, physician-approved diet and get moving, exercise
can get your blood pumping, provided your doctor approves. 
Take control of medical conditions. Uncontrolled diabetes or blood pressure can harm your
body. Work with your doctor to get these conditions under control.
Kick those butts. Stopping smoking can also help your condition.
Consider medical treatments. Your doctor might recommend medications to help improve your
condition, such as statins to reduce your cholesterol levels, antiplatelet agents or medicines
that can help you walk farther.
Get medical intervention. If lifestyle and medication don’t help, your doctor may also want to
consider doing a procedure to help open your blood vessels to improve blood flow. This might
include an angioplasty, which is a procedure that uses a balloon catheter threaded inside the
artery to open it up. In some cases your doctor might also want to perform surgery.

With proper care and treatment you can live better with this condition and reduce your symptoms. 
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Top Wedding TV Shows
Wedding hints and tips from your favorite nuptial shows

For brides-to-be (and grooms-to-be, for that matter), there is nothing more helpful in planning a
wedding than watching how other couples handle it. Whether a television show presents helpful and
creative ideas for the big day or simply dramatizes all of the stress involved, it's interesting for couples
who are heading to the altar. Here are five wedding-related television programs for you and your
partner to consider.
 
Say Yes to the Dress
Now in its 10th season, Say Yes
to the Dress follows brides as
they select the gowns of their
dreams. From brides who go
way over budget to brides who
choose what the viewer may
think is the worst possible
dress, the program gives
real-life examples of
brides-to-be struggling with one
of the more important decisions
for their big day.
 
Bridezillas
First hitting the airwaves in
2004, Bridezillas allows all
brides-to-be to catch a glimpse
of themselves — or of people
they know and love — through
the dynamics of other couples
and their families. As the wedding is planned, the stresses and need for the perfect "dream wedding"
can sometimes turn even the most mild-mannered bride into a "bridezilla" and her family into what
may seem, at the time, to be the most difficult people in the world. Bridezillas is funny, sad,
infuriating, and everything else a program about an approaching wedding should be.
 
David Tutera: Unveiled
This most recent 2013 incarnation of this program, which in past years went by the names My Fair
Wedding and My Fair Wedding: Unveiled, features wedding planner to the stars, David Tutera. The
series is a bit about him, but also about the weddings celebrations he tweaks via video tapes sent in
by upcoming brides.
 
My Big Redneck Wedding
For a bridal alternative, those looking for a bit of humor — as well as for a few over-the-top ideas on
planning a rural or country wedding — may want to check out  My Big Redneck Wedding. Hosted by
actor and comedian Tom Arnold, this program shows over-the-top real-life weddings that are at times
touching, at times ridiculous. One thing they certainly are not: Stuffy.
 
Rich Bride, Poor Bride
This program is a useful tool for brides concerned about keeping their big day within a strict budget.
Viewers can follow a couple during each episode as they decide on what their day will entail. At the
end of the episode, the show reveals the total tally of what the wedding cost.







 
Whether a program is useful or just plain fun, it is difficult for an upcoming bride to resist watching
programs on the topic at the forefront of her mind. As one of the most important days in life, every
bride wants to be as informed about weddings — or at least as entertained by them — as she can
possibly be.
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Napa, California
Enjoy a luxurious, laid-back stay in wine country

Wine enthusiasts from around the world travel to Napa Valley, Calif. Plan a luxurious, laid-back
vacation filled with tastings, spa treatments and some of the country's best cuisine.
 
Stay at Poetry Inn
With just five rooms, this Napa
hotel gives new meaning to the
word exclusive. All rooms face
the Mayacamas mountain range
and feature a king-size bed,
private deck or patio, indoor and
outdoor showers, and a
wood-burning fireplace, among
other amenities. The hotel itself
has an outdoor pool and hot
tub, plus a treatment room for
spa services. Opt for the Robert
Louis Stevenson Suite on the
inn's top floor, which has a
private entrance, wrap-around
deck and original works by
famed landscape artist William
Glenn Crooks. Visit
poetryinn.com for more
information and reservations.
 
Eat at the French Laundry
Make the short trip to Yountville to dine at Chef Thomas Keller's world-famous restaurant.
Nine-course tasting menus change daily, with no single ingredient ever repeated throughout the meal.
Recent items have included: Oysters and Pearls, a sabayon of pearl tapioca with Island Creek oysters
and white sturgeon caviar; Liberty Farm Peking Duck with apple-wood smoked bacon, compressed
Schmitt Farm apples, garden turnips and Whole Grain mustard; and Andante Dairy Legato, with black
pepper madeleine, honey-poached cranberries, toasted English walnuts and brown butter. The chef
also offers a vegetarian tasting menu. Reservations are a must and are accepted up to two months in
advance. Visit frenchlaundry.com for more information and reservations.
 
Visit Artesa Vineyards & Winery
Renowned Barcelona architect Domingo Triay built the avant-garde structure that serves as the
Artesa winery and visitor center, owned by the Raventos family of Spain, which makes Chardonnay,
Pinot Noir, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon. The Tasting Room is open daily, and tours of the winery
also happen daily. Special tours and tastings are available by reservation. 
 
Take a Mud Bath at Golden Haven Hot Springs Spa and Resort
Nearby Calistoga is known for its mud baths and hot springs. This spa and resort offers private mud
baths featuring clay, peat, and the area's natural hot springs mineral water that comes out of the
ground between 140-160 degrees F. A variety of other spa services for couples and singles also are
available. Visit goldenhaven.com for more information and reservations.
 
Shop at Oxbow Public Market







Take in more than 40,000 square feet of gourmet shopping and dining at Napa's public market. From
baked goods and beer to teas and wines, naturally, the options are seemingly endless for treating
yourself and those back at home. Visit oxbowpublicmarket.com for more information.
 
Speaking of shopping, any winery you visit during your trip to Napa will be more than happy to ship
home favorites you discover during tastings and tours. 
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Green Gear for Babies and Kids
Eco-friendly choices for the whole family

If you are conscious of your environmental footprint and the impact you make on the world around
you, you're probably aware of the ecological impact your kids make as well. Even though babies and
children often require a lot of "stuff," it's still possible to create an eco-friendly lifestyle with them and
instill good habits along the way.
 
Cloth diapers
By far, the biggest impact
babies have on the environment
is the use of disposable diapers.
In recent years, cloth diapers
have become a popular and
environmentally friendly
alternative. The purchase of just
a few cloth diapers saves
countless disposable diapers
from entering the landfill. While
the initial cost of cloth diapers
may seem high, the savings
quickly add up, and you can
easily recoup your costs in just a
few short weeks.
 
Reusable diaper wipes
If you are already using (and
laundering) cloth diapers,
reusable diaper wipes are
another quick way to make a positive impact on the environment. You can purchase a set of standard
wash cloths, or you can choose one of several brands of cloths designed just for this purpose.
Reusable diaper wipes are a green alternative that conserve landfill use, save money in your family's
budget, and are gentler on your baby's skin (as they lack the abrasive and allergenic ingredients
found in commercial baby wipes).
 
Nursing gear and breast pumps
If you are able to breastfeed your baby, there are many environmental and nutritional benefits.
Nursing requires fewer bottles and no cans of formula. The nutrients found in mother's milk are also
gentler on baby's tummy and digestion, which may result in less spitting up and less laundry to wash.
Green toys
If you are concerned about the environment, check toy labels to determine which toys may be a good
fit for your family. Environmentally conscious parents may opt for toys with less plastic and packaging.
Some parents prefer toys made from wood or other natural materials. An online search for green or
environmentally safe toys will lead you to many options.
 
Homemade or organic cleaning supplies and toiletries
Many families are choosing cleaning supplies and toiletries with organic, natural ingredients versus
the harsh chemicals found in many cleaners today. A simple vinegar/water solution is often all you
need to clean many areas of the home. If you're put off by vinegar odors, check out some of the new
natural cleaners on the market today.
 







Reusable lunch and sandwich bags
The amount of plastic sandwich bags thrown in the trash each day by school-age children totals in the
millions. Consider using reusable sandwich bags — simple envelope-style cloth baggies that you
wash after use. You can make or purchase bags in fun colors and styles, and they last for years.
 
Environmentally friendly product choices are available for all members of the family. Helping your
children make green choices while they're young will help instill good habits as they grow. As an
added bonus, some environmentally friendly choices are also less expensive and healthier options for
your family.
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